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Abstract. We have previously reported a comparison between edge-
corrected near-infrared optical mammograms and those that have un-
dergone a further image-processing step based on a spatial second
derivative. In this work, we go a step further by combining the
second-derivative images from four wavelengths (690, 750, 788, and
856 nm) to obtain oxygenation-index images. While the spatial sec-
ond derivative improves contrast and allows for visibility of fine struc-
tures in the images, thereby improving the sensitivity to tumor detec-
tion, additional information is needed to avoid false-positive results.
The oxygenation-index images are introduced to address this issue.
Oxygenation information may help discriminate benign from malig-
nant breast lesions, thereby effectively complementing single-
wavelength optical mammograms that display optically dense regions
within the breast with high sensitivity. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1805552]
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1 Introduction
Near-infrared imaging has been investigated as a promisin
method for biological imaging~particularly mammography!
for the past several years. This is because light in the 700- t
900-nm wavelength range can penetrate through several ce
timeters of tissue and is highly sensitive to the hemoglobin
concentration and oxygenation in tissue. In optical mammog
raphy, the absorption of hemoglobin is the main source o
intrinsic optical contrast as a result of hemodynamic change
~angiogenesis, changes in blood flow, and oxygenation! at tu-
mor sites.1 In fact, it has been reported that tumors have he-
moglobin concentrations that can be up to 2 to 4 times highe
than surrounding healthy tissue,2–5 thus potentially featuring a
high intrinsic optical contrast.

It is this optical contrast that poses the basis for the optica
detection of breast cancer. Several groups have been workin
on finding the actual absorption and scattering coefficient
throughout the breast, with the idea that the absorption coe
ficients should be higher in the cancer location due to the
local increase in hemoglobin concentration. This task require
solution of the inverse problem,6–8 which is complicated by
the fact that near-infrared light is highly scattered in biologi-
cal tissue and photon paths cannot be determined easily.
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Another approach to enhancing the intrinsic contrast c
sists of injecting optical contrast agents such as indocyan
green into the bloodstream.9 In this case, in the absence o
extravasation, areas with higher concentrations of blood v
sels will be observed with higher optical contrast. Althou
optical contrast is a key requirement for tumor detection, i
not necessarily enough to make a final determination as to
exact nature of the high-contrast region. Lesions that are
cancer, such as hematomas, mastopathies, or fibroadeno
can cause high optical contrast as well. It is for this reas
that many groups are attempting to enhance observed
creases in local blood volume afforded through optical co
trast, with more functional information such as oxyg
saturation2–4,6,7,10 or dynamic behaviors11 to discriminate
these types of lesions once the location is known.

We present a method to complement single-wavelen
contrast-enhanced images with multiwavelength, oxygena
index images. The starting points are the amplitude and ph
images collected with a frequency-domain optical mamm
raphy prototype developed by Siemens Medical Solutions,
langen, Germany. The image is contrast enhanced usin
two-step algorithm. The first step combines amplitude a
phase data to account for photon losses and variable ti
thickness at the edge of the breast, resulting in so-calleN
images.12 The second step consists of an algorithm based o
spatial second derivative, thus leading toN9 images.13 TheN9
images allow for high-contrast visualization of regions of i
creased optical attenuation within the breast. Although s
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Near-infrared imaging of the human breast . . .
Fig. 1 Patient’s arrangement in the optical breast examination. The
breast is slightly compressed between the two glass plates. Source and
detection fibers are located collinearly on the top and bottom of the
breast and are scanned in tandem in a raster pattern. In the configu-
ration shown, cranio-caudal views are obtained, and oblique views
are obtained by rotating the glass plates by 45 deg.
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enhanced contrast allows for the visualization of areas cha
acterized by a higher optical density~as is usually the case for
cancer, blood vessels, and a large class of benign lesions!,
they do not always enable discrimination between these dif
ferent breast inhomogeneities. We believe that the key to dis
cerning cancer from benign lesions and normal breast inho
mogeneities lies in functional information such as the
oxygenation level of the region. In fact,in-vivo oxygen ten-
sion measurements have indicated that cancer is typically a
sociated with a lower oxygenation than healthy tissue and
benign lesions.14,15 Furthermore, near-infrared breast studies
have already indicated the potential discrimination of benign
and malignant lesions on the basis of their
oxygenation.7,10,16–18While it is yet to be established if the
oxygenation level of a breast lesion can be used to reliabl
discriminate cancer from benign lesions and normal tissu
structures, oxygenation measurements provide importan
metabolic information. Such information may prove to be
valuable in diagnostic imaging of the breast and to enhanc
the performance of optical mammography.

In our method, functional information is provided in the
form of an oxygenation index. It is derived from the analysis
of N9 images at four wavelengths, and although these are no
absolute measurements of the tissue oxygenation, they st
allow for the comparison of oxygenation levels of different
areas in breast images.

2 Methods
The raw optical data were collected using a frequency-domai
optical mammography prototype that was developed by Si
emens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany, the details o
which have been described elsewhere.19,20 Figure 1 shows the
patient setup. The breast is slightly compressed between tw
Journal of Bio
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glass plates where source and detection fibers are located
linearly on either side of the breast. Cranio-caudal views
the breast are obtained in the configuration shown in Fig
while oblique views are obtained by rotating the glass pla
by 45 deg. Intensity-modulated~70-MHz! lasers emitting at
four wavelengths~690, 750, 788, and 856 nm! are coupled to
the source fiber. The fibers are then scanned in tandem
raster pattern over the entire area of the breast.

2.1 Single-Wavelength Structural Images
The raw-data images show low contrast for breast inhomo
neities because of the large dynamic range caused by the
tively large difference between the tissue thickness in the c
tral area and at the edge of the breast. To correct for
effects of breast thickness variability across the image,
introduced an edge-correction algorithm resulting in so-cal
N images, which has been presented in a previ
publication.12 In short, edge correctedN values are calculated
at each pixel using a reference point at the center of the br
and combining the phase and amplitude information from t
point with that of every other point in the breast. TheN value
is related to the optical attenuation of the tissue, so the hig
the N value, the higher the optical attenuation.

To further enhance the contrast in these images, we h
applied an algorithm that computes the spatial second der
tive of theN images~N9 images!. This algorithm is described
in detail elsewhere.13 The steps involved in this algorithm
include: convolution of the data with a smoothing function
minimize the effects of noise; taking the spatial second
rivative in four directions~horizontal, vertical, and two diago
nals!; taking the minimum of the four directional results t
enhance the display of directional structures; displaying pix
with a negative second-derivative value using a grayscale
ette; and displaying pixels with a positive second-derivative
white.

2.2 Multiple-Wavelength Functional Images
Information from the second-derivative images at four wav
lengths is used to calculate what we call oxygenation ind
images. Each oxygenation index image is obtained by co
bining the information content of the correspondingN9 im-
ages at all four wavelengths~690, 750, 788, and 856 nm!.

We have chosen to useN9 in the calculation of the oxy-
genation index because it maintains an approximate pro
tionality to the absorption perturbationDma over a relatively
wide range of values ofDma . First-order perturbation theory
which describes relatively small perturbations, predicts t
the negative intensity perturbation2(DI /I 0) associated with
an absorbing inhomogeneity is proportional toDma ~here,I 0
andDI are the edge-effect corrected background intensity
intensity change associated with the tumor, respective!.
From the definition of N, it follows that I 5I 0 /N and
2(DI /I 0)52(I 2I 0)/I 05121/N, which in turn is approxi-
mately equal toN21 in the first-order perturbation limit of
N'1. In addition to 121/Nmax, we have also calculated
Nmax21 anduN9umax ~where the subscript ‘‘max’’ refers to the
location of the maximum intensity perturbation! according to
first-order perturbation theory for comparison. The equatio
for 121/Nmax, Nmax21, and uN9umax using first-order pertur-
medical Optics d November/December 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 6 1153
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Heffer et al.
bation theory, for an absorbing perturbation that is equidistan
from the source and detector, are the following:

2
DI

I 0
U

max

512
1

Nmax
5

3Vms08 Dma

pr
, ~1!

Nmax215
1

12S 3Vms08 Dma

pr D 21, ~2!

uN9umax5

4F ~3ma0ms08 !1/2

r
1

2

r 2G DmaV3ms08

pr

S 12
V3ms08 Dma

pr D 2 , ~3!

wherema0 (ms08 ) is the background absorption~reduced scat-
tering! coefficient,Dma is the difference between the absorp-
tion coefficient of the inclusion and of the background,r is the
source-detector separation, andV is the volume of the inclu-
sion. To consider a more realistic case, we have calculate
121/Nmax, Nmax21, anduN9umax for a relatively large sphere
~2 cm in diameter! and for values ofDma up to 0.5 cm21

~which are beyond the limits of validity of first-order pertur-
bation! using publicly available software that computes the
exact solution of the diffusion equation for a sphere embedde
in an infinite medium.21 In our calculations, the source-
detector separationr was 6 cm, the sphere was equidistant
from source and detector, and the background reduced sca
tering (ms08 ) and absorption coefficients(ma0) were 8.0 and
.04 cm21, respectively. Figure 2 compares the dependence o
121/Nmax @Fig. 2~a!#, Nmax21 @Fig. 2~b!#, and uN9umax @Fig.
2~c!# on Dma according to first-order perturbation theory
~dashed lines! and the exact solution to the diffusion equation
for a 2-cm-diam sphere~thick solid lines!. Figure 2~a! shows
that 121/Nmax ~which is proportional toDma in first-order
perturbation theory! deviates from the linear dependence of
first-order perturbation by more than 10% forDma

.0.04 cm21. The value ofNmax21 @Fig. 2~b!# deviates from
the linear trend in the limitDma→0 by more than 10% at
Dma.0.12 cm21. Figure 2~c! shows thatuN9umax does not
deviate from a proportional dependence onDma by more than
8% over the whole range of0,Dma,0.5 cm21 considered
by us.

On the basis of the results of Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c!, we
have opted to useuN9umax for the oxygenation index calcula-
tions, as it is closer to being directly proportional toDma than
either Nmax21 or 121/Nmax. In fact, to obtain the oxygen
saturation of hemoglobin, it is sufficient to measure the ab
sorption coefficient to within a multiplicative factor. Figure 3
gives an indication as to whyNmax21 and uN9umax behave
differently. Here, the calculatedNmax21 values~using diffu-
sion theory for a sphere! for the range ofDma from 0.05 to
0.50 cm21 are normalized and plotted with respect to the
source-detector scanning coordinate across the sphere. A
Dma is increased, there is an increase inuN9umax ~i.e., a nar-
rowing of the peak asNmax21 increases!. This accounts for
the difference in behavior betweenNmax21 and uN9umax ver-
susDma .
1154 Journal of Biomedical Optics d November/December 2004 d Vol.
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The size and absorption contrast featured by breast les
is often beyond the range of applicability of first-order pertu
bation theory. Since the proportionality betweenuN9umax and
Dma is only approximately satisfied and may be affected
the size, shape, or depth of the tumor, we introduce a sta
D@HbO2#* and D@Hb#* to indicate pseudovalues of th
changes in the concentrations of oxyhemoglobin and deo
hemoglobin, respectively, as calculated usinguN9umax. These
pseudovalues of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin are calculate
the following equations:

Fig. 2 Comparison of the dependence of (a) 121/Nmax , (b) Nmax
21, and (c) uN9umax on Dma for a 2-cm-diam spherical object embed-
ded in a turbid medium according to first-order perturbation theory
(dashed lines) and the exact solution to the diffusion equation (thick
lines).
9 No. 6
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Fig. 3 Plots of normalized values of N21 over a distance of −1 to +1 cm from the projected center of the sphere showing the narrowing of the peak
as Dma increases.
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Here, i is the wavelength index, andeHbO2
and eHb are the

molar extinction coefficients of oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhe-
moglobin, respectively.22 The oxygenation index is calculated
by combining these pseudovalues of the oxy- and deoxyhe
moglobin in the following equation:

oxygenation index5
D@HbO2#*

D@HbO2#* 1D@Hb#*
. ~6!

If we were to replaceN9(l i) with the actualDma(l i) in Eqs.
~4! and ~5!, we would calculate the actual oxygen saturation
associated withDma in Eq. ~6!.23 The oxygenation index is
only calculated for pixels that have a negative second deriva
tive at all four wavelengths, and is displayed in a rainbow
color scale. Out of the total number of pixels for which the
oxygenation index was calculated, 2.5% with the highest an
lowest values were eliminated as outliers.

3 Results
Here we present the results for four human cases where w
show N images,N9 images, and oxygenation index images.
Although N images andN9 images have been compared
previously,13 we present them here to illustrate their comple-
mentary information content with respect to the multiwave-
Journal of Bio
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length oxygenation index images. The first three cases~patient
numbers 311, 233, and 258! show images of cancer-bearin
breasts. The fourth case~patient number 195! shows a benign
fibroadenoma in the right breast. For each of these cases
know the location, size, and type of breast lesion from x-r
mammography and pathology reports.

3.1 Optical Images

3.1.1 Case 1: Patient number 311, 2.5-cm invasive
ductal carcinoma, left breast
Figure 4 refers to an 82 year old patient with a 2.5-cm inv
sive ductal carcinoma in the left breast. In theN image of Fig.
4~a!, there is a dark region at9.5 cm,x,11.5 cm and
6.0 cm,y,8.0 cm that corresponds to the cancer locatio
However, there are also other areas of increased contra
this image that do not correspond to the cancer location
7.0 cm,x,10.0 cmand2.0 cm,y,4.0 cm,there is an area
of increased attenuation that does not correspond to can
The morphology indicates that this is a grouping of blo
vessels. Another area of high optical contrast is located
14.0 cm,x,16.0 cm and 6.0 cm,y,10.0 cm. Again, this
does not correspond to a region containing cancer, and
elongated shape is consistent with a blood vessel.
medical Optics d November/December 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 6 1155
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Fig. 4 Patient number 311, 82 years old, 2.5-cm-diam invasive ductal
carcinoma in the left breast. The left cranio-caudal (lcc) view is
shown. The arrows in each panel indicate the location of the cancer.
(a) N-image: combination of amplitude and phase data to correct for
edge effects. The areas of increased contrast are due mainly to a local
increase in total hemoglobin. (b) N9-image: regions where the spatial
second derivative is positive are displayed in white, and regions
where the spatial second derivative is negative are displayed in gray-
scale. (c) oxygenation index image: the oxygenation index is calcu-
lated for pixels where the N9 value is negative at all four wavelengths
(690, 750, 788, and 856 nm). It is then displayed on a rainbow color
scale where blue indicates low oxygenation and red indicates high
oxygenation.
1156 Journal of Biomedical Optics d November/December 2004 d Vol.
Fig. 5 Patient number 233, 67 years old, 3.0-cm-diam invasive ductal
carcinoma in the right breast, cranio-caudal (rcc) view. The arrow
indicates the location of the cancer. (a) N image, (b) N9 image, and (c)
oxygenation index image for patient number 233.
9 No. 6



Near-infrared imaging of the human breast . . .
Fig. 6 Patient number 258, 47 years old, <0.5-cm-diam invasive ductal carcinoma in the right breast, oblique (rob) view. The arrow indicates the
location of the cancer. (a) N image, (b) N9 image, and (c) oxygenation index image for patient number 258.

Fig. 7 Patient number 195, 51 years old, 2.0- 31.5-cm-diam fibroadenoma in the right breast, cranio-caudal (rcc) view. The arrow indicates the
location of the fibroadenoma. (a) N image, (b) N9 image, and (c) oxygenation index image for patient number 195.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d November/December 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 6 1157
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Heffer et al.
In theN9 image shown in Fig. 4~b!, the features seen in the
N image appear with finer detail. For example, features tha
appeared as blurred regions of increased contrast now di
tinctly show the morphology of blood vessels. In agreemen
with what appears in theN image, there is a dark area corre-
sponding to the cancer location; however, morphology indica
tive of vasculature is apparent in theN9 image. Other regions
that appear with high contrast in this image(7.0 cm,x
,10.0 cm, 2.0 cm,y,4.0 cm, and 14.0 cm,x,16.0 cm,
6.0 cm,y,10.0 cmjust as in theN image! show their vas-
cular nature more definitively as well. From these images
alone it is not possible to discriminate the cancer from othe
areas of the breast that simply contain blood vessels. Thi
leads us to the oxygenation index image shown in Fig. 4~c!.
The color representation in the oxygenation index images dis
plays regions of lower oxygenation in blue and regions with
higher oxygenation in red. Many of the regions that appea
with high contrast in theN image and theN9 image corre-
spond to relatively high values of oxygenation, whereas the
region containing the cancer has reduced oxygenation.

3.1.2 Case 2: Patient number 233, 3.0-cm invasive
ductal carcinoma, right breast
The results in Fig. 5 are from a 67 year old patient with a
3.0-cm invasive ductal carcinoma in the right breast. TheN
image shown in Fig. 5~a! shows a rather diffuse dark spot at
7.0 cm,x,10.0 cm, 3.0 cm,y,6.0 cmthat corresponds to
the cancer location. There are several other regions in theN
image of Fig. 5~a! that appear dark, but do not correspond to
the cancer location.

There is a marked change in the visible features betwee
theN image and theN9 image@Fig. 5~b!#. Namely, the region
that contains the cancer appears with lower contrast in theN9
image than it does in theN image, while the other regions
~clearly showing the morphology of blood vessels here! show
a much higher contrast than previously. While it is difficult to
detect the cancer from theN image and theN9 image alone,
the cancer location can be discriminated in the oxygenatio
index image in Fig. 5~c!, because it corresponds to a region of
lower oxygenation.

3.1.3 Case 3: Patient number 258, <0.5-cm cancer,
right breast
The images in Fig. 6 are from a 47 year old patient with a
small cancer~,0.5 cm! in the right breast in the location
indicated by the arrow. The cancer is not visible in theN
image@Fig. 6~a!#, in part because of a high contrast structure
in another location (7.0 cm,x,9.0 cm, 0.0 cm,y
,2.0 cm) that expands the dynamic range of theN image.
More information is afforded in theN image @Fig. 6~b!#,
where the region of high contrast appears to be due to a grou
of blood vessels. Furthermore, theN9 image shows additional
blood vessels at other areas, such as11.0 cm,x,14.0 cm,
0.0 cm,y,3.0 cm.The area containing the cancer appears in
the N9 image with higher contrast than in theN image, but it
is not an outstanding feature. In the oxygenation index imag
@Fig. 6~c!#, however, the cancer appears with high contrast a
it is characterized by the lowest relative oxygenation in the
image.
1158 Journal of Biomedical Optics d November/December 2004 d Vol.
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3.1.4 Case 4: Patient number 195, 2.031.5-cm
fibroadenoma, right breast
The images shown in Fig. 7 are from a 51 year old wom
with a 2.031.5 cm fibroadenoma in the right breast. The l
cation of the fibroadenoma is not evident in theN image@Fig.
7~a!#, but there are other locations that appear with high c
trast: 6.0 cm,x,8.0 cm, 4.0 cm,y,8.0 cm, and at9.5 cm
,x,11.0 cm, 3.5 cm,y,5.5 cm. With the finer detail af-
forded by theN9 image, the morphology of blood vessels
evident at these locations and they appear with much hig
contrast. In addition, the application of the second-derivat
algorithm has revealed a region of increased attenuatio
3.0 cm,x,6.0 cm, 4.0 cm,y,7.0 cm, which corresponds
to the location of the fibroadenoma. The oxygenation ind
image of Fig. 7~c! shows that the region containing the fi
broadenoma corresponds to a relatively high oxygenation
dex in the image.

3.2 Histograms

3.2.1 Case 1: Patient number 311
Figure 8~a! shows the histogram for the values of oxygenati
index in the image of Fig. 4~c!. The range of oxygenation
index values is from20.4 to 1.1. The negative values of th
oxygenation index reflect the fact that these are pseu
oxygen saturation values, as discussed in Sec. 2.2. One sh
consider the relative value of oxygenation index across
image, rather than their absolute values. Pixels that co
spond to the cancer region are shown in black, and it can
seen in the histogram of Fig. 8~a! that the pixels from the
cancer region fall below an oxygenation index of 0.4, which
in the lower 63% of the full range of values. Oxygenatio
index values in healthy tissue fall mostly above this ran
which represents 81% of the pixels in the image of Fig. 4~c!.

3.2.2 Case 2: Patient number 233
Figure 8~b! shows the histogram for the values in the oxyge
ation index image in Fig. 5~c!. The full range of oxygenation
index in this case is 0.4 to 1.3. The cancer pixels are displa
in black, and they fall in the lower range of oxygenation ind
values, below 0.6, which is in the lowest 52% of the full ran
of values. The oxygenation index values represented in
healthy tissue mainly fall above 0.6, with 70% of all oxyge
ation index values in the image residing in the oxygenat
index range between 0.6 and 1.3.

3.2.3 Case 3: Patient number 258
Figure 8~c! shows the histogram for the values in the oxyge
ation index images in Fig. 6~c!. The full range of oxygenation
index values is from20.4 to 1.0 in this case. Again, the pixe
corresponding to the cancer are displayed in black. In
case they fall below an oxygenation index value of 0.5, wh
is in the lowest 57% of the full range of values, while 80%
the values in the image fall between oxygenation index val
of 0.5 and 1.0.

3.2.4 Case 4: Patient number 195
Figure 8~d! corresponds to the values in the oxygenation
dex image shown in Fig. 7~c!. Pixels in the fibroadenoma ar
9 No. 6



Near-infrared imaging of the human breast . . .
Fig. 8 Histograms corresponding to values in the oxygenation index images shown in Fig. 4. Pixels contained in the lesions under evaluation are
displayed in black. (a) Patient 311, left cranio-caudal view (lcc), pixels in the cancer (black) fall below an oxygenation index value of 0.5 and are
in the lower 63% of the full range of values. (b) Patient 233, right cranio-caudal view (rcc), pixels in the cancer (black) fall below an oxygenation
index value of 0.7 and are in the lower 52% of the full range of values. (c) Patient 258, right oblique view (rob), pixels in the cancer (black) fall
below an oxygenation index value of 0.5 and are in the lower 57% of the full range values. (d) Patient 195, right cranio-caudal view (rcc), pixels
in the fibroadenoma (black) fall above an oxygenation index value of 0.7.
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shown in black. The full range in Fig. 8~d! is 20.1 to 1.2, and
the majority of the values in the fibroadenoma are above 0.7
i.e., in the highest 60% of the full range.

4 Discussion
The optical mammograms in Figs. 4 through 7 show how the
information content ofN images,N9 images, and oxygenation
index images complements each other.N images best identify
the regions with the highest optical contrast in the breast. Th
cancer of Fig. 5~a! belongs to a high-contrast structure and is
therefore easily visible in theN image. In general,N images
are useful to evaluate the level of absorption contrast of a
given structure in the breast. However, if the cancer is not th
dominant feature in the breast, like in Fig. 6~a!, N images may
not adequately display the cancer. This problem is addresse
by the second-derivative images that display areas associat
with local maxima in absorption. The contrast in theN9 im-
ages is not determined by the absorption contrast, as is th
case inN images, but rather by the spatial curvature of the
absorption peaks. As a result, relatively small structures suc
as blood vessels typically appear with high contrast inN9
images. Structures displayed inN images also appear in the
N9 image, sometimes with a different contrast, like the cance
in Fig. 5~b!. However, it is also possible to identify structures
Journal of Bio
,
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in the N9 images that are not readily visible in theN images,
such as the cancer in Fig. 6~b!. The price to pay for the in-
creased sensitivity ofN9 images is a reduced specificity fo
cancer detection. The oxygenation-index images, the focu
this work, are introduced to enhance the specificity by prov
ing information on the local metabolic rate of oxygen at d
tected lesions. The potential of the oxygenation-index ima
to identify areas with higher oxygen metabolism is shown
Figs. 4~c!, 5~c!, and 6~c!, where cancers are clearly displaye
as areas of low oxygenation, while a benign lesion@the fi-
broadenoma of Fig. 7~c!# is associated with relatively high
values of oxygenation.

The general feasibility of discriminating benign and mali
nant breast lesions on the basis of their oxygenation level~or,
more exactly, the oxygen saturation of hemoglobin at the
sion location! is yet to be demonstrated. Despite the prom
ing indications of oxygen tension studies and noninvasive
tical studies, some results suggest that cancers may not al
be associated with hypoxia. For example, Grosenick et a18

have reported a time-domain optical mammography study
showed a consistently higher hemoglobin concentration
lower ~but sometimes comparable! blood oxygen saturation a
cancerous lesions with respect to normal breast tissue. On
the difficulties of noninvasive optical oximetry of breast l
medical Optics d November/December 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 6 1159
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sions involves the assessment of the local oxygenation of th
lesion separately from the oxygenation of surrounding tissue
Some approaches, including the study by Grosenick et al.,18

use a homogeneous model that combines the lesion and bac
ground oxygenation into an effective value.3,4 In this work,
we use the second derivative ofN (N9) in an attempt to be
sensitive to the absorption contrast of the lesion(Dma), at
least to within a factor, independently of background absorp
tion. This may lead to a meaningful comparison of the oxy-
genation levels of different areas within an image. However
the relative nature of the oxygenation index introduced here
does not allow a comparison between the oxygenation value
of lesions in different images. One of the ways this can be
addressed is by obtaining more accurate oxygenation satur
tion values using a technique that is insensitive to the size
depth, and shape of the lesion.24 In doing this, a more accurate
assessment of the oxygenation values could be attributed
different types of lesions such as mastopathies, fibroad
enomas, and cancers, thus leading to a more meaningful com
parison of oxygenation values measured in different image
and across patients.

5 Conclusions
We present a novel approach to combine multiple single
wavelength images to obtain multiwavelength functional in-
formation. The information in the single-wavelength images
is now complemented by a multiwavelength image that pro
vides indications as to the oxygenation throughout the breas
We show four cases where the use of these oxygenation im
ages can help to discriminate benign and malignant lesions o
the basis of their oxygenation level relative to the rest of the
images. With the addition of a method to obtain the absolute
oxygenation of breast lesions, the combination of high-
contrast, second-derivative images and oxygenation image
shows potential to improve the performance of diagnostic op
tical mammography in terms of sensitivity and specificity.
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